AIDA
Adaptable & Innovative Digital Assistant
Sleek! Simple! Accessible! Easy to Use!

HELP BUTTON:
2 taps sets off an alarm, tapping & holding calls 911

THOUGHT to SPEECH feature allows thoughts to be communicated through speaker

easy access to audiobooks and music

entertainment system streams youtube, Netflix, Hulu etc.

encouraging wellbeing +

+ easing the lives of diligent caretakers & family members, allowing them to flourish

easily & securely attaches to surfaces, beds, wheelchairs, tables, etc.

user manual available below

MEDHA SELKEREAN-TOYAR
WHO IS AIDA FOR?

AIDA is designed to facilitate the lives of individuals who have lost their mobility, speech, or other basic functions, as well as the lives of their families and/or caretakers. AIDA promotes human flourishing by allowing people to continue pursuing and fulfilling their passions regardless of such difficulties, thus helping individuals lead virtuous lives. Features can be added + removed with each model sold, depending on the individual’s needs. Once purchased, the features on the AIDA are further customizable to better fulfill each specific need.

• For those with speech impediments: The fingerprint thoughts to speech function as well as the customizable buttons that notify caretakers of specific necessities are vital in easing daily life.

• For those with mobility issues: The music, audiobook, and entertainment functions allow individuals to easily view or listen to their favorite shows, books, and songs, all in one place. Additionally, the buttons that notify the user’s family about their needs allow for essential communication without movement.

• For those with vision issues: The entertainment screen can be removed to maximize space, and the size and text of the buttons can be enlarged to increase visibility.

• General needs: The HELP button at the top of AIDA as well as the speaker allow for quick access to assistance.

The easy attachment feature allows the AIDA to be placed anywhere that best suits the user.

HOW IS AIDA USED?

1. Turn on the AIDA by holding the button at the top left corner.

2. The AIDA will prompt the user to select words or phrases for the buttons along the left side. These can be changed at any point in time by holding one of the buttons for three seconds, typing a new phrase, and pressing enter. When tapped, the buttons send a notification to the caretaker or family members’ phones. The speaker additionally voices the user’s selected need.

3. Double tap the entertainment screen on the bottom to activate viewing options. Select a streaming service to play favorite videos and movies. Drag the corners of the screen to adjust the size.

4. To activate the thought to speech function, the user must press and hold on the fingerprint button until the device beeps. The feature can now be used by simply pressing the button until the user’s thoughts are communicated through the speaker.

5. The music and audiobook buttons play the user’s favorited books or songs with one tap. Songs or books can be skipped with two taps. Tapping and holding on the buttons causes the entertainment screen to light up with additional specific functions and selections for the user.

6. The HELP button sets off an alarm with two taps to notify caretakers and family members that the user is in need. By tapping and holding for three seconds, the user or their family members can call 911 in case of an emergency.